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Abstract
In this work we combine organic molecules of 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride
(PTCDA) with iron atoms on an Au (111) substrate in ultra-high vacuum conditions at different
temperatures. By means of scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) we study the formation of
stable 2D metal-organic structures. We show that at certain growth conditions (temperature,
time and coverage) stable ‘ladder-like’ nanostructures are obtained. These are the result of
connecting together two metal-organic chains through PTCDA molecules placed
perpendicularly, as rungs of a ladder. These structures, stable up to 450 K, can be extended in a
2D layer covering the entire surface and presenting different rotation domains. STM images at
both polarities show a contrast reversal between the two molecules at the unit cell. By means of
density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we confirm the stability of these structures and
that their molecular orbitals are placed separately at the different molecules.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)
1. Introduction
Supramolecular assembly of complexes [1] has become a
relevant issue in the scientific community [2, 3] since
several investigations have successfully shown the potential
applications of molecular assemblies in the fields of
magnetism, optical applications and catalysis [4–7]. A possible
strategy to obtain these assemblies is to combine different
organic molecules leading to ordered domains with different
stoichiometries [8–10]. Other efforts focus on the combination
of organic molecules with metals, in order to form metal-
organic complexes [11]. In most cases these complexes
are formed by a dehydrogenation process [12–15]. In this
work we will address the study on the formation conditions
and stability of extended 2D molecular layers covering large
surface regions. The molecular species we have used
is 3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic-dianhydride (PTCDA), a
planar molecule well known in the literature as an archetypal
organic semiconducting molecule used for growth studies of
organic molecules on various substrates [16–18]. PTCDA
molecules grow on the Au(111) substrate forming well-
ordered monolayers with a ‘herring-bone’ structure [19] that
is stabilized through hydrogen bonds between the molecules.
The PTCDA molecular layer exhibits a weak substrate
interaction [20] with molecules separated from the substrate
by about 0.33 nm [21, 22]. Previously, we have reported
the formation of stable coordination compounds made of
PTCDA molecules coordinated with iron atoms to form
higher order molecular structures as nanodots or metal-organic
chains [23, 24]. In this paper we investigate the experimental
conditions to form ordered 2D metal-organic structures based
on the combination of PTCDA molecules and iron on a
Au(111) surface. Also, we observe changes in the contrast of
the STM images when measuring them at both bias polarities.
By density functional theory (DFT) calculations we confirm
the stability of these 2D structures, and we correlate the
changes in the contrast with the charge transfer processes
between the molecules forming the structure.
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2. Experimental details
Experiments were performed in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV)
chamber with a base pressure in the range of 4 × 10−10 mbar.
The chamber is also equipped with a quadrupole mass
spectrometer (QMS), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and
low energy electron diffraction (LEED). A gold single crystal
with (111) orientation was used as substrate. The Au(111)
surface was prepared by repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering
and subsequent annealing. This process is repeated until a
typical LEED-pattern is obtained and no signal of carbon or
another impurity is observed by AES. STM analysis of the
substrate so prepared reveals wide clean terraces (∼200 nm
wide) with the characteristic ‘herring-bone’ reconstruction and
no significant traces of contaminants. Iron was evaporated
from a homebuilt evaporator by electron bombardment of an
iron rod. PTCDA purified molecules were introduced into
the chamber in a crucible and evaporated via sublimation at
530 K. Both evaporators were degassed (PTCDA at 510 K) for
hours before deposition and they were used at very low rates,
below 0.1 A˚ min−1, so the pressure is kept in the 10−9 mbar
range during evaporation. Iron and PTCDA were deposited
on the gold substrate following different deposition schemes:
both simultaneously or one after the other. After deposition of
both materials, the samples were annealed up to 360–390 K
for 10 min to achieve the formation of well-ordered structures.
Ultra-sharp STM tips were made of tungsten electrochemically
etched in a solution of KOH. Then they were cleaned and
sharpened in UHV by annealing and high voltage until stable
field emission was obtained [25].
Tunnelling measurements were performed using a com-
mercial variable temperature STM setup from Omicron (VT-
STM) in a temperature range of 100–400 K. The microscope
was operated using Nanotec’s electronics software [26], mainly
in constant current mode.
3. Computational details
In order to verify the stability of the proposed molecular
models, we have performed theoretical calculations using
the DMol3 software [27, 28]. This software allows an
optimization of the molecular structures based on DFT.
The exchange–correlation energy term has been described
within the local density approximation (LDA) [29]. All the
electrons are described by sets of localized numerical atomic
orbitals, thus pseudopotentials are not required. Geometry
optimization of the molecular models was done by standard
conjugate gradients (CG) minimization of the total energy.
Final convergence was assumed when the energy change
in a CG step was below 1 × 10−5 Hartree and either the
energy gradient or the maximum atomic displacement were
below their threshold values (0.002 Hartree A˚
−1
and 0.005 A˚,
respectively). After convergence the optimized structure is
fully characterized by its geometry, the electronic spectrum
(in particular the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)) and the
charge distribution.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Structural results
It is well known that deposition of iron atoms on a Au(111)
substrate leads to the formation of iron islands pinned
at the corners of the ‘herring-bone’ reconstruction [30].
Moreover, subsequent deposition of PTCDA molecules on
the Fe-patterned surface produces nucleation of the organic
molecules around the iron islands [23]. We have previously
reported that annealing the resulting PTCDA–Fe–Au(111)
surface up to 370 K promotes the formation of elongated 1D
nanostructures or chains [23, 24]. Increasing the PTCDA
coverage and annealing up to 360–390 K produces a new
morphology consisting of parallel chains linked by extra
PTCDA molecules. This ‘ladder-like’ structure, as shown in
figure 1(a), is formed by two chains joined together through
perpendicular PTCDA molecules, placed as the rungs of a
ladder. The proposed molecular model is shown in figure 1(b).
Notice that this configuration is formed by two kinds of non-
equivalent PTCDA molecules since molecules forming the
long 1D chain interact with four iron atoms, while those
molecules at rung positions interact only with two iron atoms.
By increasing proportionally PTCDA and iron coverages,
the ‘ladder-like’ structure can be progressively extended to
form 2D structures covering the gold surface. The degree
of order can be improved by co-evaporation and specially by
further annealing up to 360–390 K. At room temperature most
of the iron is pinned at the elbows of the reconstruction [30].
However, through annealing the iron diffusion is enhanced
and the PTCDA molecules and iron atoms are more likely
to encounter each other and interact forming the metal-
organic structures. In figure 2 we present an STM image
of the substrate with a coverage close to 0.3 ML,3 which
provides a hint of the growing from chains to the ‘ladder-
like’ nanostructures at room temperature. Nucleation at the
lower part of the steps is also observed. We notice that there
are no clear preferential directions for the obtained structures
similarly to the single metal-organic chains. Nevertheless,
in some images the direction [112¯], which connects the
gold reconstruction elbows, appears visible as the prevailing
direction. These 2D arrangements present typically a
width that is a multiple of the separation between the two
parallel chains forming the ladder-like structure proposed in
figure 1(b). In figure 2 we can observe widths corresponding
to one, two and three parallel ladders. The molecules at
‘rung’ positions are not stable without the presence of two
‘chain’ structures. Some images show blurry lines at the sides
of the structure, corresponding to PTCDA molecules placed
perpendicularly (rungs molecules).
The process of formation of metal-organic structures is
controlled by the encounter on the surface between both
components: PTCDA and iron. Since PTCDA molecules
are weakly interacting with the gold [20, 21], and therefore
highly diffusing over the substrate, the process is controlled
by the slower iron diffusion. Iron atoms can be pinned
3 Measured coverages of the metal-organic structures does not correspond
with the nominal ones obtained by separated evaporation of Fe and PTCDA
on clean gold due to a decrease of the sticking coefficients.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. (a) STM image of the ‘ladder-like’ nanostructure (14 nm × 14 nm). V = −1.3 V; I = 0.47 nA. (b) Model of the ‘ladder-like’
structure: two Fe atoms link consecutive PTCDA molecules forming the chain and perpendicular PTCDA molecules join the chains.
Hydrogen atoms in white, oxygen in red, carbon in grey and iron in violet.
30nm
Figure 2. Formation of connected metal-organic structures. STM
image (150 nm × 150 nm) measured at RT for a coverage close to
0.3 ML where the structures start to connect between them.
V = −1 V; I = 0.5 nA.
at reconstruction elbows or steps. Thus, when the iron
evaporation is made first, the formation of metal-organic
structures is localized at steps or at reconstruction elbows. By
co-evaporation (simultaneous evaporation of PTCDA and iron)
or by further annealing, the diffusion of iron atoms is assured,
and metal-organic structures are formed all over the surface.
The effect of the annealing can be observed in figure 3.
In this image the substrate has been covered with about
one monolayer of PTCDA (0.9 ML) and the corresponding
iron (0.07 ML) (see footnote 3). The sample was then
annealed up to 390 K. As a result we observe the formation
of ordered domains with the ‘extended ladder-like’ structure.
The image of figure 3 shows that the extended structure covers
almost completely the surface in a 2D metal-organic structure.
PTCDA patches (at the left side of the image) and areas with
bare gold (at the lower part and in the centre of the image)
can be also observed. The existence of pure PTCDA regions is
due to an excess of PTCDA with respect to the Fe. Similarly
as for the PTCDA monolayer, the gold reconstruction is still
visible underneath the metal-organic layer, indicating a weak
interaction with the substrate. Four directional domains are
visible for the extended structure, marked with letters A to
D in the figure. Three of them, A, C and D, form 60◦
between them. Domain B forms an angle of 24◦ with A. Other
images (not presented) show the presence of two additional
domains tilted 60◦ with respect to the B domain. Therefore,
this structure forms six domains corresponding of two non-
equivalent domains with a relative angle of 24◦ between them.
For lower annealing temperatures even more domains can
be observed. The presence of domains correlated with 60◦
between them indicates the weak influence of the substrate on
the formation of the structures. In figure 3(b) we present a
high resolution STM image obtained at V = −1 V, where the
intermolecular features can be viewed. The average unit cell is
1.50 nm × 2.21 nm. We notice that iron atoms are not imaged
by STM, as also happens for other coordination structures on
gold substrate [15]. A possible explanation could be a lower
vertical position of the metal atoms with respect to the plane of
the organic molecules.
If the annealing process is kept for a long period (several
hours at 390 K), we observe the formation of elongated
islands with a single domain of the extended ladder-like
structure (see figure 4). The long side of these rectangular
islands corresponds to the chain axis of the metal-organic
structure, while the shorter side is the direction of the PTCDA
rung molecules. Differently from the ordered patches shown
above, below these anisotropic islands the gold reconstruction
appears as straight lines with no elbows. This can be noticed
in the image from the white lines marked following the
reconstruction directions. These reconstruction lines form an
angle with the metal-organic islands close to 70◦, or in other
words, the metal-organic structure is orientated with an angle
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Figure 3. (a) Extended metal-organic monolayer. STM image (65 nm × 65 nm) obtained at 390 K. V = −1.5 V; I = 0.23 nA. Several
domains (here marked as A, B, C, D) are observed with the ‘extended ladder-like’ structure. (b) STM image showing a detail of the 2D
extended structure (14.2 nm × 14.2 nm). V = −1 V; I = 0.4 nA.
Figure 4. STM image (180 nm × 135 nm) in derivative mode
showing the state of the sample after a prolonged annealing.
V = −2.2 V; I = 1 nA. The metal-organic 2D coverage shows
monodomain elongated islands. The reconstruction under the
structure appears straightened with no elbows. White lines are guides
for eyes showing the reconstruction lines below (straight lines) and
beside (with elbows) the islands.
close to 20◦ with respect to the [112¯] direction. Figure 4 shows
the surface at this stage, where two islands partially cover
the gold substrate. The reconstruction under them has been
straightened, denoting a slight material transport of gold atoms
and therefore a change of the surface stress at the gold surface.
The stability of the 2D extended structure has also been
checked by annealing up to 450 K and by oxygen exposure
(3 L: 1 × 10−9 mbar for 1 h). In both cases the structure
remained unaltered. For the oxygen exposure inverse contrast
has been observed, probably due to the adsorption of oxygen
at the tip-apex.
4.2. Spectroscopic results
After a detailed inspection of the STM images (figures 1
and 3(b)) we notice differences between the two types of
molecules forming the structure. As mentioned above, while
the chain molecule is linked to four iron atoms, the rung
molecule is only linked to two irons (see figure 1(b)). The
chains are stable by themselves [24], denoting a stronger
interaction between their molecules and molecules linking
them (rungs). The difference between both kinds of molecules
can be visualized by varying the bias voltage. As shown in
figure 5, images at negative bias (with respect to the sample)
show the chain molecules slightly brighter, while images at
positive bias show the rung molecules brighter and bigger. To
understand this contrast reversal we should consider a charge
transfer process between the chains and the rung molecules.
This charge transfer displaces the HOMO and LUMO to the
chain and rungs, respectively.
In order to understand the spectroscopic data, we have
carried out DFT calculations on the ‘extended’ ladder-like
structure. For these calculations we have assumed that the
interaction with the Au substrate is small enough so that it does
not affect the charge distribution in the molecules. Therefore
the substrate is omitted and only Fe atoms and PTCDA
molecules are considered in the structure relaxation. We have
obtained a stable structure containing two PTCDA molecules
and two Fe atoms, as seen in figure 6. In the figure we show
four unit cells of the relaxed atomic configuration obtained
from a CG optimization, after 365 steps. The resulting unit cell
is 2.28 nm×1.56 nm in good agreement with the experimental
values (2.21 nm × 1.50 nm). The top-left panel of the figure
(figure 6(a)) shows the atomic configuration and the values
of the electron charge for the atoms closer to the bonding
region. On the lower-right panel (figure 6(d)) we show the
calculated HOMO (blue–cyan) and LUMO (orange–yellow).
It can be seen that the HOMO orbital is placed at the chain
molecules, whereas the LUMO is on the rung molecules. This
result agrees with the experimental observations at different
bias shown in figure 5. Certainly, if we observe the charge
distribution at the oxygen atoms (in red) shown in figure 6(a),
we confirm that all the oxygen atoms in the chain molecules
have more charge than those at the rungs. This is indicative of a
charge transfer from the rungs to the chain molecules, mediated
4
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(a) (b)
Figure 5. STM images (15 nm × 15 nm) acquired at different polarities. (a) Filled-states image obtained at V = −1.6 V showing the chains
slightly brighter; (b) empty-states image measured at V = +1.6 V showing the rung molecules brighter and bigger. The same unit cell is







Figure 6. DFT calculation of the 2D structure. (a) Unit cell of the structure with the electron charge distribution values at the main atoms. The
colour code of atoms corresponds to that of figure 1. (b) LUMO projected into the electron density. The yellow colour corresponds to the
plain electron density while the red/blue colours correspond to +/− deviation due to the molecular orbital. (c) HOMO projected into the
electron density. (d) HOMO (blue–cyan) and LUMO (orange–yellow) displayed showing the different location of these orbitals.
by the iron atoms. The closer the atom is to the iron, the larger
is the charge.
Additionally we show a representation of the LUMO and
HOMO projected on the electron density. These projections
shown in figures 6(b) and (c) respectively resemble closely
the experimental STM images at both polarities. It should
be noticed that the calculated orbitals (and the projections)
of the 2D structure show internal features corresponding to
the LUMO of the isolated PTCDA molecule [31, 20]. This
happens for both orbitals (HOMO and LUMO) of the ladder-
like structure, as shown in the panel of figure 6(d). This
fact is in agreement with intermolecular features observed
experimentally. Thus, some STM images (see figure 3(b))
seem to show molecules with ten lobes, characteristic of the
LUMO of the PTCDA observed at positive voltage, but here
observed at negative bias voltage.
4.3. Other structures
Although the most stable observed structure is the ladder-
like described above, we have also observed some minority
areas where iron atoms and PTCDA molecules form other
5
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(b)(a)
Figure 7. (a) STM image showing a tetragonal structure with a ratio of (1:2) Fe atoms per PTCDA molecules (6 nm × 6 nm). V = −1.8 V;
I = 3 nA. (b) Image of an elongated metal-organic structure (15 nm × 15 nm). V = +1.8 V; I = 0.5 nA.
ordered structures on gold. The origin of these structures is
the local change of the Fe:PTCDA ratio. One of them is the
tetragonal structure presented in figure 7(a). This structure
is very similar to the square PTCDA reconstruction [19, 32],
typically observed at low PTCDA coverage without iron. After
a detailed inspection of the tetragonal structure (figure 7(a)),
we can notice that it differs slightly from the pure PTCDA
structure. This tetragonal structure corresponds to a p4
symmetry (while the square structure is a p4mm) with two
different kinds of holes between the molecules: notice the
bigger separation at the centre of the marked unit cell with
respect to the smaller separation at the four corners. We
suggest that this hole contraction is due to the presence of one
iron atom at each corner coordinating four PTCDA molecules.
The resulting relation is (1:2) iron atoms per PTCDAmolecule.
In the absence of iron the separations are equal, as is the case of
the pure PTCDA square structure. The unit cell of the square
structure forms 45◦ with the molecules, while at the tetragonal
structure they are slightly tilted.
Also we have observed areas with an elongated structure
forming stripes, as shown in figure 7(b). We suggest a ratio
of (3:2) iron atoms per PTCDA molecule for this case. This
structure can be seen as a tilted ladder-like structure. As a
difference with the last, for both structures in figure 7 all
the molecules are equivalent, as they are indistinguishable in
images at different voltage.
5. Conclusions
We report the formation of stable ordered metal-organic 2D
structures covering an Au(111) substrate. The unit cell of
this ordered coverage contains two non-equivalent PTCDA
molecules and two iron atoms linking them. The structure
is stabilized through coordination interactions between the
iron and the PTCDA molecules at the chain plus charge
transfer between the chain and the perpendicular molecules.
By varying the voltage bias and polarity, the image contrast
between the two kinds of molecules changes and reverses.
Density functional theory calculations confirm the stability of
this structure, as well as the spatial distribution of the HOMO
and LUMO orbitals, which explains the contrast reversal
observed in the STM images at different bias.
The 2D metal-organic layers shown in this study fall into
the large family of 2D molecular networks obtained from
surface self-assembly processes. There is no doubt [2, 3] that
these 2D networks provide new functionality to the surfaces
with several kinds of secondary templates. In this way,
surface properties can be tailored for the sensing of molecular
species, the confinement of molecules in order to control
chemical reactions etc. The tuning and control of these 2D
networks relies on our capacity to balance different interactions
among molecules and substrate. This balance is achieved
by an appropriate selection of the surface, the molecular
concentration, the temperature and other external or internal
parameters. Our studies reveal that temperature, PTCDA
concentration and iron coverage determine the formation of
several 2D nanoporous structures with different ordering, thus
providing control of the kind of assembled layers grown on
the surface. This is a first, but mandatory, step to control the
formation of more complex structures in a controlled manner.
Regarding the possible use of our PCTDA networks
to anchor different molecules we must remind readers, for
the particular case we have studied, that we have found
experimental and theoretical evidence of the non-uniform
distribution of the electric charge between the two kinds of
non-equivalent molecules forming the 2D network. This
property is very interesting since it can be used to promote
additional ordering of polar molecules adsorbed on the
secondary template. In addition, we must pay attention to
another interesting fact: the ordering of PCTDA molecules is
associated with the formation of a 2D network of Fe atoms.
This fact could provide interesting additional features to the
whole 2D system for use in spintronics and molspintronics,
one of the promising fields of application of these molecular
networks. More experiments and sophisticated calculations are
under way to fully understand these interesting systems.
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